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Target localization feasibility may depend on economical and environmental reasons and
not only on technical ones as it is considered frequently. Thus, equipment costs may exceed
the target value and system operation/deployment may demand tasks which collide with
environmental regulations or simply do not pay off if they are compared to the gained
advantage. Different solutions have been deployed for animal localization which may
require satellite transmitters or employ solar energy as a workaround for power supply
constraints. However, the former can turn out to be expensive and the latter useless in lat-
itudes with limited sunlight. We analyze the performance of a localization system which
aims to overcome the aforementioned issues in herding environments. Different kinds of
nodes along with flexible duty cycles leverage the system adaptiveness, meeting users’
needs and complying with different environmental policies. Our analyses are based on real
tests and combinations of such modeling with simulations. As a consequence of the system
flexibility, the analyzed configurations exhibit wide ranges for magnitudes such as locali-
zation delay and localization events.

� 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Years ago, Kahn et al. [1] foresaw a future with versatile
sensor nodes all around capable to operate autonomously
with little consumption. Over the last decade major efforts
with different approaches have been devoted to achieve
such goals. Thus, most works have focused on theoretical
analysis, many less on studies with real traces and even
less with equipment on real operation which combined
the two previous at the same time. Kahn aimed at self
powered nodes consuming around one Joule per day and
considered the possibility of integrating optical communi-
cations rather than radio frequency to link the node to a
base-station transceiver. Applications ranging from biolog-
ical to planetary research were pointed out as well.

Delay tolerant networks [2,3] are a fresh research area
and standardization is still a work in progress which feed-
backs from simulations, pilot deployments and a series of
. All rights reserved.
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research initiatives. DTNs enable data transfer when (gen-
erally) mobile nodes are connected only intermittently.
Such intermittent connectivity can be a result of mobility,
power management, wireless range, sparsity or malicious
attacks [4]. DTN was coined as a term after the architecture
for the interplanetary internet (IPN) project [5]. By 2003,
the time that the first draft of RFC 4838 [6] was published,
it was suggested to extend the concept of IPN to other
kinds of networks [2]. That vision along with researchers’
growing interest in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) and
other exotic ones boosted the work of the research com-
munity which falls under the term DTN.

The work presented in the current paper is part of the
project networking for communications challenged com-
munities [7]. The project joins research and technical
knowledge to support threatened communities by provid-
ing them with modern facilities (such as networked appli-
ances and Internet access) to maintain their culture and
lifestyle and thus avoiding, as much as possible, the emi-
gration to cities with the negative consequences regarding
their integration and lost of culture and lifestyle. Our team
is facing the challenge of providing these communities
sis of a delay tolerant application for herd localization, Comput.
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with a ubiquitous system which enables them to monitor
their herds in several scenarios over the year [8]. In such
context, herders are not required to be permanently with
their herds and at the same time the system facilitates
their monitoring when they are roaming across wide areas
without fences or barriers.

Ubiquitous networking (like our system operation) is
often referred to in terms of traditional mobile telephony
and wireless networks and is generally meant as enabling
applications to operate wherever individuals go [9]. While
this is a very fine goal, in most of today’s ubiquitous net-
working projects, ubiquitous is confined to a very narrow
area that has a superior connectivity [10]. However, the
term ‘ubiquitous’ means existing or being everywhere at
the same time: constantly encountered. ‘Everywhere’
means that truly ubiquitous computing must extend to
all those places that are outside the region of dense net-
working capability such as communications-challenged
communities. Areas may be considered challenged for a
variety of reasons, for example, because even satellites do
not cover the area, because of war and other disastrous
scenarios, because power lines do not reach there yet, or
because governmental policies prevent any access [11].
Another use of the term ubiquitous involves the develop-
ment of appliances that have computing and networking
embedded. In this context it means that computing capa-
bilities need to become pervasive within all spheres of peo-
ple’s lives, including both work and leisure, so that their
lives are improved. The goals of pervasive computing in-
volve making the lives of people living in remote areas eas-
ier by means of the use of networked appliances and other
devices. Pervasive computing does not differentiate be-
tween indoors or outdoors, and it should not differentiate
between communications-rich areas and communica-
tions-challenged areas.

One of the extensions of pervasive computing into out-
doors involves adding sensor network capabilities that aid
herders to track their herds without needing to physically
follow their herds. For example, tracking reindeer in winter
is a very intensive labor and interferes with herders’ capa-
bility to do other tasks or care for their families. Adding the
capability to track reindeers and relay the information
back to their mobile devices would do a lot to improve
the economic opportunities for residents of marginal com-
munities. As an example, a semi-nomadic population can-
not simultaneously participate in the modern fixed
location school system while living a traditional life. Using
pervasive technology to facilitate certain traditional tasks
will bring a form of harmony between the modern and
the traditional, and will do much to decrease the contradic-
tions and stress of the semi-nomadic life. Making people’s
lives easier – as this introduction is outlining – comprises
other consequences or implications. One of them is a basic
of pervasive computing, i.e. recognizing that technology
must serve a population’s culture rather than fitting it by
forcing into the prevailing technological box as it would
happen with semi-nomadic populations like the aforemen-
tioned herders.

The reindeer herds, that are the basis of traditional eco-
nomic activity in the Sami region, roam freely over very
wide areas. This paper presents a cost-effective way to
Please cite this article in press as: N.I. Dopico et al., Performance analy
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monitor both the localization and other information
regarding herds and individual animals which can be com-
bined with other delay-tolerant communication networks
in order to integrate more smoothly in users’ lives. This
is challenging both from the point of view of wide areas
to be covered and the need to power any animal mounted
equipment over extended periods during which solar
power would be unavailable.

Although animal localization is technically feasible for
some time now as GPS devices are in use since the 90s,
our system has been designed to be low cost, adaptive to
different requirements and scenarios and environmentally
friendly [8]. Other systems may become unfeasible due to
the cost per head of herd or because of the environmental
impact of lost or damaged batteries. Some of them make
use of satellites which locate the animal position [12]. They
have been widely used in turtle [13], duck [14] or whale
[15] tracking. However, its use is extremely expensive
and requires all the satellite transmitters on the animals
to be updated in the satellite database. Other approaches
make use of storage systems based on solar energy as envi-
ronmental energy source [16,17]. Some of these imple-
mentations have been used for animal tracking, as in the
zebranet project [18] or the Turtlenet project [19]. However,
solar energy is severely limited for latitudes where daily
sunlight may be short in some seasons or the irradiance
is not enough to power the system. To deal with solar en-
ergy restrictions, other techniques have been studied. In
[20], the authors describe a system which takes advantage
of human motion and obtains enough energy for transmit-
ting information. However, the communication is based on
a transmitter which does not allow reading distances of
more than just a few meters. In [21], the authors follow
the same principle by taking advantage of finger motion.
A piezo-electric system based on a push button is pre-
sented in [22]. Other strategies make use of wind energy
[23] or radio frequency energy [24]. However, while the
former are not useful for animal tracking systems because
animals avoid wind flows, the latter suffer from poor emis-
sion ranges which make the system unsuitable. Therefore,
with the development of a new system, we try to avoid
most of the problems aforementioned.

The current stage of our work is based on previous mile-
stones such as the design and test of the equipment along
with field-test deployments which enabled us to model the
behavior of every component mounted on reindeers – they
are the intended herd to be tracked. However, it is a gen-
eral purpose system which can be mounted on different
herds that humans may consider susceptible to be tracked
for any reason as it will be shown later because of its flex-
ibility, adaptiveness and scalability. Based on such model-
ing and a customized simulator, different set-ups have
been studied in order to understand the relationships be-
tween the magnitudes on study and the system character-
istics and tuning. With the outcomes presented in this
paper we expect to adjust better our system to a number
of scenarios regarding the challenge we are facing.

Our primary goal is to roughly track animal movements
in challenged areas at a very low cost and to reduce the
environmental impact with unattended operation. Animal
movements do not need to be accurately tracked like an
sis of a delay tolerant application for herd localization, Comput.
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Fig. 1. Kinetic generator in secondary nodes.
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on-board regular GPS device would be expected to do con-
tinuously, but enough to monitor their presence in a cer-
tain area a number of times per day. In this way, a
herder may know where the herd is, if any animal has left
or where it was lately around. Cost is a key factor since this
system aims at becoming part of day-to-day life in a regu-
lar herder’s work whose herd can be composed of up to
thousands of cattle, therefore any extra cost might make
it easily unprofitable. As any system deployed in natural
environments, environmental impact plays a relevant role
and should be minimized in such a way that it can be con-
sidered practically negligible, especially if we allow for
restrictive governmental policies and the fact that the pro-
ject is targeted to sustaining a traditional lifestyle in a nat-
ural environment rather than creating any new pollution
source.

Compared to smart dust by Kahn and DTNs, our system
integrates characteristics of both. On one hand, nodes are
designed to operate with different roles so that – for most
– power consumption may not comprise any battery
replacement or even a single battery as an intermediate
accumulator. On the other hand, network connectivity
changes depending on herd mobility and their transmis-
sion pattern, therefore the whole system is a paradigm of
a DTN.

Better insight of the network operation and architecture
can be obtained from Section 2. A description on the sim-
ulator, its characteristics and simulation assumptions can
be found in Section 3. Section 4 details the experiments
performed and discusses the results regarding three met-
rics: localization events, localization error and localization
delay. Finally, Section 5 summarizes the main results and
concludes the article.
2. Network architecture

The network architecture proposed is made up of three
different elements: primary nodes, secondary nodes and
base stations (see Fig. 2).1 The equipment described hereaf-
ter is designed and manufactured specifically for our appli-
cation. However, components are regular ones which any
individual may find from any supplier. Primary and second-
ary nodes are mounted on animals and therefore are mobile
nodes, while base stations are static nodes.

Secondary nodes are the simplest elements in the net-
work. They take kinetic energy (see Fig. 1) from animal
movements which produce just enough power to create
and broadcast a unique identification (ID) to the environ-
ment without confirmation of its reception. If a primary
node is within the transmission range, it receives and
stores the transmitted ID.

Moreover, primary nodes are able to obtain their global
position thanks to a global positioning system (GPS) which
can be switched on and off depending on the final applica-
tion needs. Therefore, a primary node, which receives a
transmission from a secondary node, approximates the
aforementioned secondary node’s position through its
own location. While the primary node is moving in the
1 For a thorough description of the system see [8].
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environment, it creates a table with the different second-
ary-node IDs received, their approximated position and
the time when the transmission was produced. When a
primary node enters within the base-station communica-
tion range, it transmits all the information acquired from
the secondary nodes along with its own trajectory infor-
mation. A base station is a static battery-powered node
which has access to the Internet and is able to offer data
to a final monitoring system. Therefore, once a base station
receives data dumped by a primary node, it sends it to the
monitoring system. Such monitoring system is expected to
receive information from different base stations, hence it
will merge all the information and provide it to the end
user.

Thanks to the aforementioned operation, the final sys-
tem has information about position estimates of primary
and secondary nodes. Therefore, it will be able to recon-
struct the movements carried out by different animals.
Note that such reconstruction is an approximation of the
actual trajectories followed by individuals, as a conse-
quence of the stochastic transmission of secondary nodes,
the probabilistic reception of the primary nodes and the
discretization of the GPS readings. As already depicted,
the system provides a network architecture to monitor ani-
mals in outdoor environments. Nonetheless, in order to
work correctly on a specific and real application, some
parameters such as the time that the primary nodes are
listening to the secondary nodes, the GPS duty-cycle, the
ratio between primary and secondary nodes and the
base-station density, among others, must be defined for
each specific application. Because secondary nodes are
non-battery powered, simpler and cheaper than primary
nodes, designers’ goal should be to reduce the number of
primary nodes and base stations in favor of secondary
nodes.

Radio links operate in two different bands. Secondary–
primary links modulate their information with frequency
shift keying (FSK) in the 433 MHz ISM band and a data rate
of 4.16 Kbps. Primary-base station links operate in the
166 MHz ISM band with FSK as well, but are able to reach
up to 200 Kbps.

2.1. Preliminary experiments

Different experiments have been run to characterize
and validate system’s localization and communication
capabilities.

A first experiment was developed in an obstacle-free
environment with one secondary and one primary node
to test the stochastic secondary-primary node radio link.
We observed that for short distances (less than 20 m) all
sis of a delay tolerant application for herd localization, Comput.
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Fig. 2. Network architecture.

Fig. 3. Collar with primary and secondary nodes mounted on a reindeer.
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the frames transmitted arrived correctly at the primary
node. When the emitter was moved away from the recei-
ver, some frames were not received and got lost. Only
30% of the frames arrived at the receiver at 100 m and no
frame were received at larger distances. Moreover, we ob-
served that after 30 m some of the frames received were
not correctly decoded, with a maximum error of 40% when
the nodes were at their maximum transmission range.

Another experiment was developed with a primary
node and a base station node in an obstacle-free environ-
ment to analyze the primary-base station radio link and
the implementation of a specific protocol over it. The pri-
mary-base station radio link implements a communication
protocol which allows for collisions. Therefore, all the
frames transmitted by the primary node were received
by the base station if it was within the communication
range. However, because of the distance, some messages
got lost and the primary node must retransmit them until
it received an acknowledgment from the base station.

An experiment involving the GPS was carried out to
estimate the time required for the GPS to obtain both cur-
rent time and position. The selected GPS module naviga-
tion device is able to provide current GMT time, latitude
and longitude. Device capabilities were tested upon a cold
start, which means such device is switched on after being
off for a long period. On a cold start, a GPS device needs
to find out satellites’ position to locate itself and conse-
quently the first action it performs is finding the satellite
connection and current time. Typically, from 5 to 20 s are
needed for timing acquisition. After this period, the GPS
device obtains satellites’ positions and once different satel-
lites have been located, the GPS device is able to determine
its own location. A period of 2 min on average is needed for
localization after a cold start. GPS updates are then per-
formed every second if the module is not completely
switched off.
Please cite this article in press as: N.I. Dopico et al., Performance analy
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Finally, a simple proof-of-concept study of the network
was performed to validate a first version of the system on
live animals. The overall idea for an animal test was to
check:

� if the animal movements were able to swing the gener-
ator to produce enough energy for the ID transmission
and
� if the node size and dimensions were feasible at least

for some mammals

Tests were performed on a dog and a reindeer. The best
place for the secondary node location turned out to be the
animal’s neck – Fig. 3. As animals move their neck (e.g. on
search for food on the ground) the generator is swung. The
neck was selected because, to best take advantage of the
energy, the generator needs to be swung from end to end
(see [8]).
sis of a delay tolerant application for herd localization, Comput.
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Table 1
Set of experiments run.

Name Base stations Primary N Secondary N

H1–20 1 20 180
H1–40 1 40 160
H1–60 1 60 140
H1–80 1 80 120
H1–100 1 100 100
H1–120 1 120 80
H4–20 4 20 180
H4–40 4 40 160
H4–60 4 60 140
H4–80 4 80 120
H4–100 4 100 100
H4–120 4 120 80
H5–20 5 20 180
H5–40 5 40 160
H5–60 5 60 140
H5–80 5 80 120
H5–100 5 100 100
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During the trials, two generators were used to power up
secondary nodes, though it was noticed that the transmis-
sion was also achievable with just one generator. Commu-
nication ranges over 100 m were also observed in outdoors
when the kinetic converter was activated because of the
animal movement. Average data transmission rates of
one frame every three minutes were estimated from the
first results depending on the animal activity.

After the aforementioned tests, we needed to obtain dif-
ferent parameters on the network, such as the relationship
between the secondary and primary reindeers, the GPS
time acquisitions, or the number of base stations needed
in a given area, for the correct working of the network in
a real experiment. Therefore, we have developed a simula-
tor (see Section 3) to extract these parameters and study
the overall behavior of the network for the localization of
live animals in this resource-constrained network.
H5–120 5 120 80
H16–20 16 20 180
H16–40 16 40 160
H16–60 16 60 140
H16–80 16 80 120
H16–100 16 100 100
H16–120 16 120 80

(a) (b)
3. Simulator

Our simulation platform is a fast, specialized simulator
previously used for the study of swarm robotic behaviors
[25]. It has a custom rigid body physics engine, specialized
to simulate only the dynamics in environments containing
flat terrain, obstacles and holes. This restriction allows for
certain optimizations in the computation of the physics
and thereby reduces the computational resources neces-
sary for running simulations (see [26] for more details).
Other simulators such as NS2, Opnet or OMNeT++ were
considered as well as candidates for our research, but the
current one was chosen because we found it more focused
on our problem with shorter expected execution times. On
the other hand, we expected the three aforementioned
simulators to have support to run a wide range of network
simulations which is good, but has drawbacks compared to
the chosen specific solution.

In our simulation, a reindeer is modelled as a cylindrical
body of 1.12 m diameter with a maximum speed of 2 km/h
that holds primary or secondary nodes. Secondary nodes
are made up of a radio link with a range up to 80 m and
transmit statistically one frame each three minutes. Pri-
mary nodes are made up of a radio link with a range up
to 600 m. GPS readings are obtained one per hour. In the
secondary nodes, noise is added to the secondary–primary
radio link. Each transmitted frame can be lost with a prob-
ability that varies linearly from 1% when the secondary–
primary distance is less than 20 m to 70% when the two
nodes are 80 m from each other.
(c) (d)

Fig. 4. Coverage area in H1(a), H4(b), H5(c) and H16(d).
4. Experiments

Forthcoming analysis and conclusions come from 24
experimental setups (ESs). Every ES consists of 200 nodes
divided into primaries and secondaries nodes. Experiments
are listed in Table 1. Reference names in Table 1 are made
up by the base-station and primary-node number. Every
experiment lasts for 15 simulation days – although the first
3 h are not accounted to avoid transient state – on a square
area of 4 � 4 km2 and node speed of 2 km/h. Secondary-
node transmission pattern is uniformly distributed with a
Please cite this article in press as: N.I. Dopico et al., Performance analy
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mean of 180 s. At the beginning of the experiments all
the reindeers are located in a circular area of 16 m radius
considered as the nest. Once the experiment starts, all
the reindeers follow a random walk for the 15 simulated
days experiment duration.

Every base-station setup is depicted in Fig. 4 along with
its coverage area. Unless the contrary is stated, the term
coverage area refers to the area in which primary nodes
sis of a delay tolerant application for herd localization, Comput.
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can communicate with a base station: it is restricted by the
radio link length. Other parameters will be detailed during
the rest of the paper, as their knowledge is required to
understand the results shown.

In subsequent sections, gamma and delta functions are
used to characterize the probability distributions of three
magnitudes. Delta is used because there are certain obser-
vations – localization delays – which happen on a specific
time instant and their ratio over the complete set – proba-
bility – is proportional to a certain parameter (a). Gamma
distribution was chosen because it is very flexible since
both shape and scale can be controlled by means of two
parameters. At the same time, we know that our three
magnitudes on study are left side bounded and conse-
quently such distribution fits very well such requirements.
As a general form, the probability density function (PDF) of
any magnitude can be expressed as:

f ða; a; b; tÞ ¼ adðtÞ þ ð1� aÞfCðtÞ

¼ adðtÞ þ ð1� aÞ b�a

CðaÞ e
�t

bta�1; t > 0 ð1Þ

and the cumulative distribution function (CDF) is:

Fða; a; b; tÞ ¼
Z t

�1
f ða; a; b; tÞdt; ð2Þ

in which a, a and b are specific parameters for every exper-
iment and magnitude. For Localization events and Locali-
zation error alpha equals zero and therefore their PDF
can be simplified as:

f ða; b; tÞ ¼ b�a

CðaÞ e
�t

bta�1; t > 0 ð3Þ

Gamma function parameters (a,b) are obtained from
simulation outputs by means of their maximum likelihood
estimators (MLEs) as it is defined in [27]:

log â� wðâÞ ¼ log
�t
~t

� �
; âb̂ ¼ �t; ð4Þ

�t ¼
Xn

i¼1

ti

n
and ~t ¼

Yn

i¼1

ti

 !1=n

; ð5Þ

where â and b̂ are the MLE of a and b, ti is the ith sample
and n is the number of samples.

In the event that any output equals 0 – granularity is re-
stricted to 0.1 s since it is a discrete time simulator – the
method of matching moments (MM) recommended by
Hahn and Shapiro [28] is computed rather than MLEs and
gamma parameter expressions are:

b̂ ¼
Pn

i¼1ðti � �tÞ2
�tðn� 1Þ ; âb̂ ¼ �t: ð6Þ

Parameters a, b and a are detailed in every section along
with the graphs of their associate functions – CDF and
PDF. Every subsection corresponds to a magnitude and
up to five descriptive indicators are provided: boxplots,
histograms, adjusted PDFs, parameterized CDFs and values
that match the 90th percentile. All are based on simulation
outputs, PDFs and parameterized CDFs were obtained from
Please cite this article in press as: N.I. Dopico et al., Performance analy
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such outputs according to the aforementioned procedure –
MLEs and MMs.
4.1. Localization events

The term localization event means the number of locali-
zation events which have occurred for every secondary
node, usually expressed over periods of 24 h. A localization
event takes place when a primary node receives a second-
ary-node transmission and stores its last GPS reading, time
and secondary’s ID. That information is downloaded later
on onto a base station when the base station ‘appears’
within the primary transmission range – the primary node
gets enough close to a base station so that they can com-
municate. Fig. 5 sketches the box plots of a given base sta-
tion configuration, all (24) are not drawn as results are
similar and keep to the same trend as well: the number
of base stations has a negligible impact on the number of
localization events.

The primary–secondary ratio impacts on the system
performance as it is observed from every subset of six
experiments with a constant number of base stations:
H1-x, H4-x, H5-x and H16-x. As long as such ratio increases
so does the number of localization events. However, the
number of primary nodes is what actually yields such var-
iation. If one wishes to utilize a term more accurate, it
would be better expressed as the number of primary nodes
per area unit or primary-node-area ratio. The explanation
is simple, a primary node behaves like an active beacon
which monitors or covers a certain area (like a base station
in a cellular system) at any given time. However, such a
monitoring device moves and consequently its coverage
area changes over time. Active area is the area within
primaries’ range and therefore, secondary nodes just can-
didate for being localized if they are in there. It will happen
in the same fashion for any number of secondary nodes, i.e.
localization events are independent of the number of sec-
ondary nodes. In the depicted experiments, area is con-
stant (16 km2) but any individual may shortly deduce
that any given number of primary nodes will not perform
the same in environments with different sizes – although
the active area will be the same, for a secondary node
the probability of meeting any primary node will be lower
sis of a delay tolerant application for herd localization, Comput.
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or higher and consequently the number of localization
events. Therefore, the number of localization events de-
pends on the number of primary nodes and size of the
environment – the primary-area ratio.

As it has been already said, the localization-event distri-
butions obtained from our simulations have been adjusted
by means of (4) as gamma (3) CDFs. Table 2 shows the
function parameters for the whole set of experiments. If
one compares the sets of experiments row-wise, one real-
izes that a and b are nearly constant within each row – the
same number of primary nodes – and therefore, their CDFs
will be almost identical as shown in Fig. 6, which plots the
CDF of every experiment. It shows better than any other
graph the experiments grouped according to the number
of primary nodes. Such function graphs overlap as it can
be clearly observed for Hxx-20 and Hxx-40 and it is still
noticeable for the other four.

Fig. 7 provides useful information in a glimpse on the
system quality with respect to the localization events.
For example, configurations with 20 primaries will enable
a secondary node to be detected with 90% of probability at
least 5 times per day. If the primary nodes are doubled (40)
and tripled (60), a user will see any secondary at least 10
and 17 times, respectively. For setups with 80 and 100
primaries, such minimum rises as many as 22 and 29,
respectively. The best case is obviously the one with
greater primary–secondary ratio (for a given area) which
in this analysis means 120 primaries and goes up to 33
localizations.

It is interesting to outline the linear relationship be-
tween localization events and number of primary nodes
for any given set of experiments. As Table 3 shows, such ra-
tio (NLE/NLE20) keeps to a quantitatively similar trend to the
rising number of primaries across the experiments of every
set. Simulations are sorted by the primary–secondary ratio
and for each both the mean (NLE) and ratio with respect to
the corresponding Hx-20 experiment (NLE/NLE20) are pro-
vided. The last column averages the former for every sub-
set of constant primary–secondary ratio. Fig. 8 shows the
aforementioned table graphically.

4.2. Localization error

The localization error is defined as the absolute differ-
ence between a secondary node’s actual position and
the position stored on a primary node’s records upon
their encounter – i.e. a primary node is within a second-
ary node’s transmission range by the time the latter is
broadcasting.
Table 2
Localization-events gamma function parameters.

H1 H4

a b a b

20 43.17 0.15 43.3 0.15
40 91.65 0.14 91.41 0.14
60 143.62 0.13 146.94 0.13
80 160.56 0.16 165.72 0.15
100 302.47 0.1 313.27 0.1
120 261.11 0.14 268.53 0.13

Please cite this article in press as: N.I. Dopico et al., Performance analy
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As the reader has already guessed, the most precise con-
figuration for our system would be such that primary
nodes represented 100% of the node population – second-
aries would not have presence at all – GPS duty-cycle were
100% – in permanent operation – and a base station were
within any primary’s transmission range wherever the
node were. Such configuration would let us reach nearly-
instant updates of nodes’ position and a negligible localiza-
tion error which would merely depend on the GPS
accuracy. Since our goal is to decrease the system cost to
the extent that its performance still meets user’s needs,
attention is drawn to the localization error.

Boxplots are not shown as they are exactly the same
across all the ESs. Two statistics are defined to represent
medians and means of the localization error over all the
ESs, namely LMED and LAVG. As every ES median is gathered
H5 H16

a b a b

43.16 0.15 43.26 0.15
91.49 0.14 91.99 0.14

147.86 0.13 145.8 0.13
160.53 0.15 166.18 0.15
314.12 0.1 317.93 0.1
269.82 0.13 270.78 0.13
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Table 3
Localization events and primary nodes.

Experiment set Base stations Loc. events – mean (NLE) NLE/NLE20 E(NLE/NLE20)

Hx-20 1 6.42 1 1
4 6.45 1
5 6.45 1

16 6.45 1

Hx-40 1 12.70 1.98 1.99
4 12.84 1.99
5 12.84 1.99

16 12.84 1.99

Hx-60 1 18.86 2.94 2.95
4 19.09 2.96
5 19.13 2.96

16 19.13 2.96

Hx-80 1 25.18 3.92 3.95
4 25.51 3.95
5 25.51 3.95

16 25.55 3.96

Hx-100 1 30.52 4.75 4.80
4 31.06 4.81
5 31.06 4.81

16 31.09 4.82

Hx-120 1 35.53 5.53 5.58
4 36.10 5.59
5 36.10 5.59

16 36.17 5.60
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Fig. 8. Localization events normalized respect to 20 primary nodes.
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in a set (LMED), one can observe that the mean (l) of such
set is very close to every element as it can be deducted
from the low value of the coefficient of variation (CV).
Table 4
Statistics of empirical medians and means of localiza-
tion errors.

l (m) CV

LMED 611.47 0.0048
LAVG 666.13 0.0030

Please cite this article in press as: N.I. Dopico et al., Performance analy
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The same happens with the means (LAVG). Table 4 is in-
tended to provide a better picture of the error invariance
across the ESs (performance is nearly the same for any
ES) by means its figures. Therefore, localization error is
independent of the number of base stations, primary–sec-
ondary ratio or the size of the area. Since this metric is not
linked to any information delay, but it is the result of a sec-
ondary-primary encounter along with the last GPS reading,
mobility pattern and GPS duty-cycle determine the locali-
zation error.
sis of a delay tolerant application for herd localization, Comput.
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Fig. 10. Adjustment of localization-error PDF.
The maximum localization error happens if both nodes are
aligned with the spot where the primary node took the last
GPS reading as depicted by Fig. 9.

Since the node speed is 2 km/h and GPS is switched on
every hour, the maximum distance that a primary node
can travel (Dp) is 2 km while the maximum secondary
transmission range (DTx�sec) is 80 m. Hence the maximum
localization error (ELOC�MAX) is 2.08 km. In addition, the
means EðLMEDÞ and EðLAVGÞ are 29% and 32% (see Table 4)
of ELOC�MAX which seems to be a promising performance
compared to either the node speed and the worst case –
ELOC�MAX. Future work can be focused on studying the
GPS duty-cycle along with the trade-off precision vs. pri-
mary-node lifetime. Moreover, further analysis on the ef-
fects of swarm mobility patterns on the system operation
can lead to improve its performance.

As an example of CDF adjustment, Fig. 10 plots the his-
togram and the adjusted PDF for H4–80. PDF shapes are
very similar – nearly the same – across all the experiments
as one can infer from the parameters shown in Table 5. PDF
is obtained according to (3) and its adjustment is com-
puted by means of (4) as described earlier. From Fig. 11,
a performance indicator can be outlined: the error is less
than 1 km with 80% of probability, therefore in 80% of
the observations the localization error is less than
1000 m which is less than half of the maximum possible:
2080 m. On the other hand, the 90th percentile (perfor-
mance indicator common to the three magnitudes) ranges
between 1232 and 1249 as shown in Fig. 12 – practically
constant. A vast majority of observation errors will be less
than 1250 m which is 40% less than the maximum theoret-
ical error.

Consequently, as it was previously said, the localization
error has no dependence on any other parameter but the
GPS duty-cycle and the mobility pattern.
4.3. Localization delay

The localization delay is the time elapsed from the in-
stant on which a primary node detects a secondary node
and the same primary node transmits that information to
a base station, therefore system’s awareness of a given
localization event is not immediate or instantaneous.
Depending on its characterization and user’s requirements,
system’s implementation might be useless – if the delay
were extremely high – or could pay off – for negligible or
low values.
Fig. 9. Localization error.
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From Fig. 13 one realizes that the localization delay de-
pends mainly on the number of base stations and much
less on other factors such as primary–secondary ratio as
it decreases as the number of base stations rises regardless
the primary–secondary ratio. Median values shown as the
50th percentile mark on the box plots reinforce such state-
ment as they are similar across the H1-xx experiments and
steeply decreases with the number of base stations.

Let a base station be within a primary node’s transmis-
sion range. When it happens, localization events have a
transmission delay which is negligible. On real operation,
a primary node is capable to transmit every 10 ms there-
fore, it has been modeled as instantaneous since the time
granularity is the same one: 10 ms. All the localization
events happened with a base station capable to receive
and decode properly primary’s signal have a zero transmis-
sion delay. Consequently, it is possible to segment the sim-
ulation area into two category sets: one of instant
detection and another in which a localization delay is in-
volved. Fig. 4 shows specifically such areas which are cir-
cles whose radius is the primary transmission range:
600 m. In H1, H4 and H5 experiments are disjoint, while
in H16 they overlap as the distance between base stations
is shorter than the double of the aforementioned transmis-
sion distance: 1000 m.

The observations obtained across the 24 ESs show a
number of them concentrated on t = 0. Such observations
take place within the colored areas depicted in Fig. 4 and
their number increases as these areas become larger.
Therefore, such phenomenon will be much more notice-
able in H16-xx than in H1-xx; H4-xx and H5-xx will fall
in between. Since the mobility pattern is a random walk
(or semi-random if one allows for the fact that nodes can-
not traverse simulation boundaries) a given node’s pres-
ence is equally probable for all the points which make up
the simulation area over the whole simulation. Conse-
quently, there should be a relationship between the
amount of events instantly detected and the colored area.
In fact, it is linked to the quantitative relationship between
the coverage area over the simulation area. For H1, H4 and
H5 ESs it is straight to calculate it as the summation of
every base-station coverage area. In H16-xx, it is better
to do it from the non-covered area. Such information is
the alpha parameter referred in the table below and shows
sis of a delay tolerant application for herd localization, Comput.
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Table 5
Error gamma function parameters.

H1 H4 H5 H16

a b a b a b a b

20 2.14 309.67 2.14 309.37 2.14 309.32 2.14 309.38
40 2.17 305.93 2.17 306.02 2.17 306 2.17 306.04
60 2.16 308.67 2.16 308.29 2.16 308.25 2.16 308.28
80 2.15 309.91 2.15 310.2 2.15 310.17 2.15 310.28
100 2.16 310.27 2.15 310.75 2.15 310.85 2.15 310.75
120 2.17 307.95 2.17 308.06 2.17 308.05 2.17 308.07
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Fig. 11. Empirical and parameterized error CDFs.
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how the coverage area ratio is nearly 100% in H16-xx,
around 35% in H5, 28% in H4 experiments and 7% for the
one-base-station case.

Upon modeling the empirical results obtained from the
simulations, it was decided to split the observations into
two groups: a number of them equal to zero and propor-
tional to the alpha parameter and the rest which were ad-
justed by means of (4) and (6) as gamma distributions (1).
Gamma parameters are similar across the experiments,
though not exactly the same. As Table 6 shows, they can
be grouped according to the number of base stations. For
gamma distributions, b parameter is known as the scale
parameter which is meaningful in this case as it gives an
Please cite this article in press as: N.I. Dopico et al., Performance analy
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idea on the magnitude order: H1 b’s are around ten times
greater than H4 b’s and H5 b’s are even lower. It can be ex-
plained from the fact that any primary node which is not in
touch with a base station has to traverse less distance to
reach the coverage area as the number of base stations
rises. A similar trend can be observed in the performance
metric detailed in this section.

Fig. 14 shows the CDFs of the experiments H1, H4 and
H5. H16’s are not shown as the probability is 1 for any
time. In the former ones, function graphs show clearly
the effect of the d function since the graphs start near
(0,0.07) for H1’s, (0,0.3) for H4’s and (0,0.35) for H5’s.
The ordinate corresponds to a in Eq. (1) and it amounts
to the values given in Table 6. The quantitative difference
between H1’s and H4’s can be observed in a number of de-
tails besides the mere function shape, thus nearly 100% of
H4 observations fall below 104 s while H1’s are upper
bounded by 12 � 104 s and less than 40 % of their observa-
tions fall bellow 104 s.

One can obtain a more intuitive idea of the performance
regarding the localization delay from Fig. 15 which shows
the 90th percentile for every experiment. Once again, it is
obvious that H1 delays are higher than H4’s and H5’s.

The same performance metric as in previous magni-
tudes is applicable in this case. H1-xx configurations are
upper bounded by the interval [49,686,55,435] (�14 h),
H4-xx’s go steeply to nearly one tenth [5659,5715] (�1 h
35’) while H5-xx’s even lower to [4523,4591] (�1 h 16’)
and it becomes null in the event that 16 base stations are
deployed.
sis of a delay tolerant application for herd localization, Comput.
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Table 6
Delay function parameters.

a H1 H4 H5 H16
0.07 0.28 0.35 0.96

a b a b a b a b

20 0.94 26,671 1.18 2544.56 1.1 2259 0.62 2233.07
40 0.99 23186.1 1.15 2631.59 1.06 2381.2 0.61 2341.63
60 0.95 23405.65 1.15 2645.75 1.07 2310.94 0.64 1929.43
80 0.97 23510.94 1.14 2648.05 1.04 2406.52 0.62 2189.7
100 0.98 23630.77 1.11 2680.9 1.04 2372.47 0.65 1996.17
120 1 22515.68 1.09 2765.28 1.04 2383.91 0.62 2078.58
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Table 7
Gamma function parameters for the experiments with a fixed primary node
population.

Delay Error Loc. events

a b a b a b l

30 1.13 2685.47 2.20 300.46 83.29 0.23 19.20
60 1.11 2677.92 2.15 310.37 75.47 0.26 19.43
100 1.10 2719.52 2.16 308.31 51.90 0.37 18.96
150 1.15 2628.79 2.14 311.44 63.26 0.30 19.25
300 1.13 2651.05 2.17 308.39 60.79 0.31 18.68
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Localization delay is not generally coupled to other
magnitudes’ performance as long as the application envi-
ronment is defined (which consequently spans a mobility
pattern) since it is an inherent delay from the time a local-
ization event happens to the time the system is informed
of its occurrence. As it is pointed out, it depends on the
base-station coverage area and mobility pattern which
are restricted indeed to the coverage area as the mobility
pattern is constrained by the application environment.
Consequently, the system delay can be adjusted despite
of any other magnitude or parameter, but simply the ratio
between the coverage-area and the total-area as the oper-
Please cite this article in press as: N.I. Dopico et al., Performance analy
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ational framework is given. Otherwise, it can be considered
indirectly linked to other parameters by the node mobility.

4.4. Primary–secondary ratio

Previous sections on localization magnitudes have
sketched a reasoning which leads to the conclusion that
the primary–secondary ratio has a negligible impact on
the overall localization performance. However, since previ-
ous experiments had a fixed total population (i.e., 200 indi-
viduals), one might suspect that there would still be an
impact from such ratio.

In order to test the scalability and robustness of the sys-
tem, we run another set of experiments with a variable
node population – primary-node number being invariant
(60) and secondary-node being variable: 30, 60, 100, 150
and 300. For every experiment the arena is the same as be-
fore (4 � 4 km2), there are 4 base stations and simulation
time lasts 7 days.

The localization delay and localization error parameters
are within the expected range. For the former, we observe
that the a and b parameters (see Table 7) are similar to the
previous experiments shown in Table 6, column H4. Re-
sults for the localization error show a similar performance
if comparing Table 7 with Table 5, column H4. Localization
events parameters (i.e. a and b) differ slightly from their
homologous in Table 2, which may be because of the lim-
ited number of samples (30 to 300). However, Table 7
shows the means of localization events for the new exper-
iments; if they are compared with the means for Hx-60
experiments (Table 3, third column (NLE)) the reader may
see that they are the same. Fig. 16 shows clearly the fact
that distributions are similar for the same number of pri-
mary nodes regardless of the amount of secondary nodes.
Experiments labeled as 20–180, 40–160, 60–140, 80–120
and 100–100 correspond to the previous experiments
sis of a delay tolerant application for herd localization, Comput.
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described in Table 1 with 4 base stations (H4-xx) and la-
bels 60–30, 60–60, 60–100, 60–150 and 60–300 are the ex-
tra experiments for the present subsection. Therefore, we
can finally conclude that primary–secondary ratio does
not impact at all on the overall localization performance.
5. Conclusions

The performance of our system has turned out to be
more complex than expected initially as not just one oper-
ational parameter defines its behavior. Consequently, our
system is more adaptive to a vast variety of environments
and applications. Therefore, rather than pointing out an
optimal configuration which fulfills user’s needs for most
cases, it is necessary to define the operational environ-
ment, costs and desired performance for every given case
to check – based on the mathematical adjustment and sim-
ulations – its feasibility or deviation from the targeted
case.

It should be outlined once again the fact that there is no
need to have a GPS device to monitor a mobile node (usu-
ally an animal) if one allows for a rough localization whose
accuracy will depend on the system configuration. GPS
duty-cycle and mobility pattern are out of the scope of
the present paper, but they will be part of future work as
parameters such as localization error, localization events,
time between localizations and even delay depend directly
or indirectly on them.

As it has been shown, the active area (which was de-
fined as the primary node-area ratio) determines the num-
ber of localization events per secondary node. Depending on
the user’s requirements, more or less primary nodes will be
necessary and consequently the deployment will be cheap-
er or more expensive. Note that a primary node cost is
much higher than a secondary one simply for the sake of
integrating a GPS device and a battery which do not exist
on a secondary board. Anyway, it is generally cost saving
compared to a configuration with one GPS device per indi-
vidual (animal) to be localized. At first, a configuration
with 30% of primaries (Hx-60) seems reasonable to keep
track of a node’s presence for the herding purposes previ-
Please cite this article in press as: N.I. Dopico et al., Performance analy
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ously detailed as it would be at least 17 times per day. Such
figures mean at least a maximum timing between localiza-
tions of 3.5 h.

Localization error is a key feature in any localization sys-
tem and therefore of major interest. In the system on
study, such metric is mainly determined by the GPS
duty-cycle. One might decide happily to raise it in order
to decrease such a magnitude, but its variation will be con-
strained by the operating conditions. In addition, error is
not sometimes the unique demanded feature as any given
user may require longer unattended operation for a num-
ber of reasons such as the operating temperature, which
may be very low affecting batteries performance, a manda-
tory low cost of maintenance or any other that can come
up as it can be considered a general-purpose system for
rough localization. Anyway, it is very promising that the
maximum error reached with 90% of probability across
the 24 ESs is 1250 m and 80% of the localizations are more
accurate than 1 km while the GPS device is just turned on
once per hour. It must be taken into account the fact that
for such duty cycle (once per hour) a primary node pow-
ered with 4 regular alkaline AA batteries should span its
lifetime 3 or 6 months for �20 �C to +15 �C operation tem-
peratures. Future work will focus on this topic.

The number of base stations would be ideally such that
there were no area out of the reception range of any of
them, however, there are a two drawbacks related to the
deployment of such stations: their cost and their environ-
mental impact. Therefore, a trade-off between cost, envi-
ronmental impact and delay requirements is necessary
for every deployment. Moreover, the mobility pattern has
not been mentioned so far as it is considered a constant
in our simulations, but obviously has some influence on
the time that primary nodes spend to ‘go back’ (localization
delay) to a base station from a localization event.

Ideally, one might wish to monitor every single node
movement with as much granularity as possible and to
be informed instantly of every update. However, there is
a number of pros and cons already described through the
current paper. Delay can be reduced to almost zero if the
number of base stations is raised enough, however such
deployment can be limited by environmental regulations
or costs. On the other hand, shorter GPS duty cycles will
diminish system error, though they may lead to shorten
the battery lifetime and as a consequence raise mainte-
nance costs. Something similar happens with the active
area which determines the number of localization events
as well as the time elapsed between localizations: the
higher it is, the better the system will perform, however
it means more primary nodes and therefore higher deploy-
ment costs compared to using secondary nodes.

If a certain setup had to be chosen, one with around 30%
or 40% coverage area (H4-xx or H5-xx) could provide a rea-
sonable delay (�1.5 h) compared to the time between
localizations (3.5 h) imposed by 30% of primary–secondary
(Hx-60). In such case (H4), the minimum localization-
event number would be 17. Overall, such configuration
(�H4–60) seems to be quite cheaper than another one
with 16 base stations (H16-xx � 100% coverage area) or
50/50 node ratios (Hx-100). Compared to H1 configura-
tions it has the advantage of dramatically decreasing the
sis of a delay tolerant application for herd localization, Comput.
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delay with just two or three more base stations. If one
takes into account that a base station is simply a board with
an enclosure and a battery, one may conclude that in most
cases it can be acceptable to deploy three or four in 16 km2

– like the simulation area.
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